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Electro is on all the lips, we feel it, we live it, we are in
this “new wave” turning all internal combustion engines
to electric solutions. This is here already for a while now,
but time helps, and technology, especially batteries, is
now very close to let us use these clever solutions on our
toys, at least in some ways.

Close but not fully ready for the task? Our experience,
already now 10 years ago with the Arcus-E showed us
the limits of this still today’s technology. Little has evolved
since then, even if everyboday was dreaming of a big
jump on batteries solutions. We are still looking to the
horizon when the breakhtrough innovation will turn these
batteries to something really usable in our glider.

But perhaps it is also time to think differently about our

gliding sport. We can feel the trend, we have many feed-
backs from our pilots, friends, customers, the community.
It is not just a question of “green washing” by simply dis-
playing our superb Co2/km ratio on a big flag. Pilots
want more freedom, more simplicity, to focus more on
flying adventure than on the equipment itself, more on
fun than on “pure distance”.

This trend gets its roots from a long time ago, with
Wolf Hirth and his “Flying Wandern” with the first “Turbo”
installed on a Gövier. And you find it today in the Ven-
tus-3M Solo Neo and the Duo Discus FES we introduce
in this release of Minimoa Magazine. You find it too in
the new FAI class “E-glide” and its decentralised little
brother on Weglide.

Oh! Still talking
about fun, the 15m
tips on Ventus-3T
are just EASA certi-
fied!

r.E.volution?
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Enjoy reading this issue!

Tilo & Ralf Holighaus
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Compared to Discus-2c FES, the system installed on Duo Discus FES
is very similar: almost same engine and propeller, but SH engineers

opted to a nose Pitot solution. Picture: Luka Hojnik Photography

Visit our Youtube channel:  https://www.youtube.com/c/SchemppHirthFlugzeugbauGmbH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRj7wf1iY_A


The Duo Discus is a great double seater, from basic training to competition. As almost 100% of gliders built today
are motorized, it was time to offer a smart electro solution to this beautiful glider with help of LZ Design and its
clever FES system. For more safety, more flying days and more adventures in the sky.

Duo Discus FES
E-Booster on the Duo Discus

There is no way we could have imagined the FES sys-
tem from LZ Design would open up such a new world
for gliding. Designed, at first, as an alternative to typical
turbo retriever system, it is, in fact, an add-on to the
glider. An extra booster you can use at any time to in-
stantly stretch the glide, and this makes all the difference.

We have today many many examples of “what you
made from your FES today?”: catching the first thermal
after a low winch launch, extending the glide after re-
lease to make the 20km to the sunny area away of the
airfield to enjoy the day, crossing a difficult area with
spreadouts, keeping the good altitude to reach the next
slope, managing airspace with ease, just keeping the
stress free altitude when feeling too low, … There is no
end to the contexts the current users of FES system feel
THIS thing made the difference to get some unique ad-
ventures in the sky and in a so(ooo) relaxed way.

You could argue that a typical turbo can do that too!
In a way yes, but the fact that you can get this instant
extra power and that this power is on one of the main
axis of the glider are only FES features and means a lot.
No extraction of engine and/or propeller, no arm lever
effect with a pylon, no starter (with potential failure) or
dive to start the engine. The feeling in a FES is just like
“my glider now glides instantly better” and you still have
the feeling on the stick that it is a pure glider, just sinking
less… This is the biggest hit: you don’t need to switch
your brain to any “I fly no more a glider, now it is a Turbo
or something at the tip of a pylon” mode. The moment

you hit the throttle, it is still the same job you have to per-
form in the cockpit, to be a glider pilot: look out for the
birds thermalling, feel the air to find the lines of energy,
stay airborne the maximum you can, glide the best, op-
timize-optimize-optimize, circle a thin thermal and, if it
is a confirmed good enough one, just throttle to “below
0” and keep flying. The FES will immediately engage its
automated sequence of stopping the propeller and
aligned it in few seconds, but your brain never ever quits
the “glider pilot mode” because you don’t need to care
of anything except piloting the glider. Only real differ-
ences using the engine are a much better glide ratio and
please expect acceptable noise and vibrations in the
cockpit. Yes, the FES is not an electro car with just this
humming sound around, but it is very close to that from
outside when you throttle it to level the glide. This was
one of the biggest question mark from some clubs with
areas where noise is more and more prohibited. A typi-
cal turbo is “only full throttle” and can make the people
on the ground quite unhappy. It becomes, more and
more, a “big deal” we fully understand. A FES can be
sensibly used to be closer to unnoticeable from the
ground, much more friendly.

With more and more pilots enjoying the electro glid-
ers, and the new FAI competition class “e-glide” created,
pressure went up last year to try to integrate the use of
electro engine also in decentralized competitions, in
a “different way”. As expected, the big question
we all heard in the background was almost
philosophical: “But is it still gliding?”... 05

Luka Znidarsic (LZ Design) and Tilo Holighaus (SH) during
one of the first ground tests with the Duo Discus FES
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And nobody could really answer straight away, except

saying “I don’t know, but for sure it is e-gliding”… Basi-
cally, allowing pilots to use the boost of an engine in
some part of a task without stopping the recorded per-
formance is a step which was not an easy one. It was
also a clear echo of an already old and strong discussion
you can hear or read between the pilots using “only pure
gliders as it is pure gliding” and the one “with an en-
gine…”. So nothing really new here. Nobody cares if
sailing boats have any engine for ages but it is still a kind
of taboo in our sport.
Back to the electro, the parallel to the way we all look

to the e-bikes which overtake you in a slope is very in-
teresting: the day YOU are on the e-bike, then you just
enjoy it and its extra boost in the slopes or in the techni-
cal phases if you go cross country… And the feel of guilt
disappears as fast as the pleasure to enjoy the ride is
growing up.

Our experience on the Discus-2c FES here is exactly
in line with that. First step was “here comes a Discus-2c
with an e-turbo now”, and if you focus on this mode of
the use of the engine, it can become frustrating as it has
less range than 12 liters of fuel with a small 2 strokes
engine, even if it climbs much better if needed. As usual,
an inevitable compromise was made: any marketing de-
partment stating “no compromise” should be fired, sorry
girls and guys, there is always a compromise! But day
after day we discovered the true potential of the system
and all the good sides of this brilliant compromise! Re-
triever is just a very small part of the FES story, useful but
soooo limited… and boring! The typical example in our
flight area is crossing from the Schwäbische Jura to the
Blackforest when weather is really tricky. These 30km can
kill your day and the fun. Same for reaching the Alps or
the Swiss or French Jura when conditions are “too good”
on the mountains. You get these typical 40km with poor
thermals before the first slopes of the mountains and this
is also frustrating as you know it will be very fun there
and easy to come back (with much higher altitude on the
mountains)!

Last year, two young French pilots wanted to make a
“Tour de France” with a glider, and FES system was there
pick. This type of “staged” flying adventures with a glider
are not completely new: everybody knows the Trans-Eu-
ropean “Euroglide” which is a competition much more
focussed on adventure than any score. But these adven-
tures are very dependent to weather conditions: you can
be grounded many many days on an airfield if perfect
weather does not trigger. Outlanding is less of a risk as,
normally, the preparation of the day in this kind of flying
adventures offers you many destinations depending to
the real weather in flight. But still, being able to avoid it
“in case of” will help to push the adventure forward. The
video they made is very clear: in the not-so-cooperative
weather of August 2020 in France, with no FES, many
steps would have been made… by road! Or much more
shortened because of lack of confidence to “risk it” in the
air. Local pilots were amazed the 2 pilots could reach

their airfield in such marginal weather! And – spoiler -
the only step they had to make with the glider in the
trailer, was to drive it back to Germany due to the fail of
the main gear actuator after 5 years of use (and obvi-
ously some abuse sometimes)… Sorry guys!

So, what’s next? It is not a secret, for many months
now, we were talking (not just talking in fact) about the
Duo Discus with the FES system. This is it, it’s flying now.
Integration of the system is very similar to the Discus-2c
FES. Both use very similar engines and propellers. As
usual, things which seems easy like “just cut the nose,
install the engine, 3 wires and go fly!” are a bit trickier.
As for the Discus-2c, the team had to relocate the front
nose hook (normally in the nose tip), and we chose a
sturdy and reinforced area very close to the front wheel
of the Duo. This solution ensures to avoid all the short-
comings of a central winch hook for tug plane take off
with too many bad stories already in the statistics. Rein-
forcement of the nose is made by a typical extra rib to
welcome the FES system and some parts in the nose of
the glider have been modified to accommodate addi-
tional cables and so on. Structure of the glider is very
close related to Duo Discus xL Turbo but with a “Turbo
Box” completely redesigned to welcome the FES batter-
ies. Between the Batteries and the engine, FES system is
composed of a voltage converter and two “FCU” 57mm
instruments to manage the engine from both seats. All
bits of the system have been optimized by the LZ Design
team in Slovenia to ensure best efficiency.

As for any electro engine, the trickiest part is… the bat-
teries. The prototype flew with the exact same batteries
we use on the Discus-2c FES, the “Gen2 4,2kW”, made
of 2 blocks of 16kg each secured in the battery bay.
Numbers are not really important today, but we can al-
ready see that the 4 to 5kWh of throttle we used on Dis-
cus-2c to level the glide in stable air turns up to 7 to
8kWh on the Duo. This was one of our biggest question
as we know it will represent 90% of the use of the engine
in real life. People on the ground were also happy to no-
tice only a subtle noise from the FES system used in this
“mode” so, some goals are already checked on the
bucket list. We can now imagine winching operation on
the morning, or under a grey sky. You have student pilots
and need to make a real training course. Winch the Duo,
release, ask your student to throttle some power and
simply let him take the controls and fly the glider to train
according to your program! The full FCU mirrored sys-
tem for management of the engine from both panel in-
struments gives you controls back if you need at any time
(no more “priority switch” to toggle who is in control), so
system is very safe and you can teach it easily. This, plus
probably use of simulator, which will be more and more
used in normal club operations, is a huge step to train
better and faster. We all know that giving the controls to
students is the key to learn! Far far away from any dis-
cussion about: “but is it still gliding?”…

Duo Discus FES

Minimoa No. 6, July 2021
E-booster on the Duo Discus / info@schempp-hirth.com

https://youtu.be/sAvutunhfHg


A mask is not enough to not spot a big
smile behind... Bravo Luka again for this
great FES system you developed with your
team!

The boost of the “instant on”
FES system will make the life
much more easy from school
operations to cross country
courses and flying adventures.
Not talking about the few bad
situations in the air which can
be solved by this system.

SH Engineers Joachim Krauter
(our FES expert) and Swen
Lehner (our engine expert) are
making the second test flight,
gathering more data and com-
paring reality to expectations...
plus a bit of fun!

07
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Duo Discus FES on Postojna airfield (Slovenia) where LZ Design
Team is making all the tests for the FES prototypes.

Picture: Luka Hojnik Photography

More information

Winsgspan 20 m / 65.62 ft
Wing Area 16,40 m2 / 176.53 ft2
Aspect ratio: 24.4 / 24.4
Fuselage Length 8,73 m / 28.64 ft
Empty mass (approx.) 495 kg / 1091 lb
Max. all-up mass 750 kg / 1654 lb
Wing loading (approx) 34,5 - 45,7 kg/m2 / 7.1 - 9.3 lb/ft2
Max. permitted speed 250 km/h / 135 kt
Best glide ratio 46* / 46*

Propeller LZ Design
FES engine LZ Design Brushless
Max output 22 kW
Continuous output 18 kW
Voltage range 90 - 116 V
Batteries To be determined, prototype uses LZ “Gen”2” Li-Ion total 4.2 kWh

*best glide ratio was measured on Duo Discus xL version with no propeller blades on nose cone. We expect around 1pt less glide ratio
at al speed with the FES blades installed.

Duo Discus FES

Minimoa No. 6, July 2021
E-booster on the Duo Discus / info@schempp-hirth.com

Contact our sales team for more information about availability of Duo Discus FES>

https://www.schempp-hirth.com/en/contact
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Hi Joachim, first, was it difficult to adapt the Duo
to FES system?

Joachim: It was not so difficult. The main technical
problem was the tow hook. There was no space available
at first for that relocation and we still have today to find the
smartest way to implement trim ballast in this area too.

People asks a lot about the space in the cockpit,
do we lose some in Duo Discus fuselage with FES
installed?

J: No, like for the Discus-2c FES, we were able to install
FES with the range for pedal adjustment unchanged.

You had the opportunity to fly the prototype with
Swen Lehner, what is the first impression you get
from this flight?

J: First, it makes fun to have the FES features combined
with a double seater flying! Then, of course, we checked
that everything was working as expected... This was the
main topic of this test flight. To be honest, it was almost as

a normal production test flight as we know very well the
Duo Discus. It makes no sense to start a full campain of
extended test flight on such an occasion.

Interview of Joachim Krauter,
Schempp-Hirth engineer
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With introduction of Ventus-3M, our engineers and
ILEC Team were able to end the “Cryptic Information
Era” for errors and alarms displayed on the Ilec MCU in-
strument interface. So, instead of error codes, you get
simple and plain texts. This gives you the best informa-
tion about what is failing, helping you to react the best
way in the cockpit. Today, this philosophy also applies in
the Arcus M-20 and this is a nice step for all users.

But from the beginning, Arcus M types offered also a
degraded mode for the engine in case of failure. An ad-
ditional “safety mode” you can toggle in flight if some
sensors involved in the management of the engine be-
gins to fail. In this “Redundancy Mode”, you lose some
horsepowers yes, but the engine still runs.

Today, on Ventus-3M, another step has been made
with SOLO Team: achieving to offer much more redun-
dancy for the data used by the engine management box,
but still using the “Normal mode” with full power avail-
able. This means best output from the engine depending
on some parameters (air pressure, temperature, ...). This
is toggled automatically, the system simply informing the
pilot that “something is wrong”. You have nothing to do

except checking the glider before next launch.

By multiplying the data and cables involved, it was
also time to change the philosophy of breakers and
fuses, all scattered on the panel instruments and its
footer. So pilots will welcome now what is called the
“Power Fuses Supply” (FPS) which says “good bye” to the
typical thermal fuses we all know from
the beginning of any electricty instal-
lation in a glider.

Still, pilots keep the
hand to override the
system if it fails. This
Schempp-Hirth philosophy
will  prevail.

Like in automotive industry, it is always difficult to get all the planets aligned at the same time for a complete new model.
First produced Ventus-3M uses the well know SOLO 2625-1i producing 60Hp. Updated version “Neo” was still in devel-
opement by SOLO. In this update version, focus was not on more power, but instead more redundancy for more safety.

Ventus - 3M “Solo Neo”
Evolution on SOLO engine management

Contact our sales
team for more in-
formation about
availability of
Ventus-3M

>

https://www.schempp-hirth.com/en/contact


The SOLO Neo system introduction pushed SH engineers team to
“rethink” about fuses. The Fuse Power Supply makes now the panel
instruments much more “calm” with no breakers scattered on it.
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Spindel Emergency

Fuse Power Supply (FPS)

40A main fuse for generator

50A main fuse for engine system

Redundancy of FPS switch

Main avionic on/off switch
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Clément Corbillé (right) and Ludovic Montdésert (left) have been
warmly welcomed by the gliding clubs visited during this Tour de France

“Tour de France” in Discus-2c FES
Interview of Clément and Ludovic

SHK : Hi guys, we all know why you picked up the Discus-2c FES for this “Tour de France” but have you been
surprised by what was possible to achieve in real life with this system?

Clement: Frankly, I was surprised in a good way about the real potential of the FES. For sure I was expecting it would "fit" to our
type of "staged" flying adventures, but the experience definitely confirmed this is the right tool. We flew in very tricky conditions and
the FES made it right to overcome these difficulties. When you read the characteristics, you can tell yourself "Mmm, the range
offered by these batteries is too limited" but if you use the FES wisely, it provides you much more than just being able to retrieve to
your airfield. Clearly using the FES is not the same as a typical retriever, you need to anticipate its use and apply some strategies
in flight to optimise it. I am now looking forward to fly again a FES glider as I know better how to use its full potential. I would say
also, as any solution, it has its own limits, so you never have to cross the safety limits in flight, but its "instant on" unique characteristic
combined to no drag if not used is a real plus.

Ludovic: At first contact, I was surprised by the efficiency and the fast operation to switch on the engine. This allowed me to use
it as a "booster" when I felt it was necessary, like when you typically miss these 50m of altitude... Also if you have a bad area or
you have made a mistake in flight, you are lower and with no FES you must wait and hope a small thermal will keep you in the air.
With the FES, you just keep going as you know there is 99% chance that in few kilometres there will be a thermal usable. The psy-
chological advantage of just having a FES is very interesting, even if you don't need to use it at the end. But there are still some lim-
itations depending on weather conditions. Sometimes it is still better to wait in an area using the FES if a storm is blocking your
path. The FES buys you time in a way! For sure you can also use it as a classical retriever powering it on downwind of your outlanding
field, but I am very convinced it is not its optimum use at all. And today, the range is still limited if you use it this way. But this will
change in future. I used it few times "flat out", and it was a bit stressful to see the energy bars disappearing so fast... But even in
this suboptimal mode, there is today enough energy in the box to reach the next airfield, make a relaxed and safe landing and
then use a tug plane to go home "old school". This is a big plus for safety.

SHK : It was first time you used the system, is it easy to manage and have you made some "mistakes"?

C: The system is really easy in flight. Just a simple briefing, even for the installation of the batteries, as everything is quite straight-
forward. We visited clubs and let pilots test it on the ground with no stress.

L: Honestly, first time I used it, it was just to check how it works and you should have seen my "happy face"... In just 2 seconds
you get a steady 1,5-2m/s! And it is so easy, there is no mistake possible. On the other hand, the tricky part is the management
of the limited energy, so you must use it wisely. This means not too early... but also not to late! Keeping the level in flight at



France is another great country for gliding sport, with various
greast sceneries (picture: Naussac Lake close to Langogne) and
around 165 gliding clubs and many airfields to welcome you. 13
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800m altitude for 3 minutes will cost you way less energy than a full power on
downing of your outlanding field... It is, at the end, all about our ego to accept to
use it at the "right time". During my first flight, I made that mistake, waiting too long,
so I was too low in the area of Colmar (Alsace) where a thunderstorm “killed” the
airmass. It cost me too much energy to be high enough again to reach the next fly-
able area. This had as consequence, not immediately, but one hour later, close to
Dijon where, again low, the voltage alarm came out. As I did not know it was ok to
still use the engine at low throttle when voltage is low, I stopped the engine imme-
diately and I had to find a thermal quite low close to the airfield. Today I know better
the system, its strong points and its limitations, so I would play it differently.

SHK : Some people never flew Discus-2c 18m, what do you think
about the glider compared to other types you fly normally? 

C: I flew the Discus-2c before, during a sport camp in St-Auban. I was younger
and less experienced but this first contact was with an easy and safe glider. So meet-
ing again the Discus-2c in summer 2020 was not a deception at all, good to fly it
again. This glider is clearly a pleasure to fly, comfy and with good performance. Un-
fortunately we did not have strong weather conditions and I know this glider just
pushes you to fly faster!

L: For me, it was first time I really flew a Discus-2c to be honest. I flew it also in
St-Auban like Clément, but it was a very short flight. This glider has very nice han-
dling, is comfy and, moreover, he is good looking! I would say it is, at first contact,
a bit less easy to climb compared to the LS8 I know very well, but after few hours
there is nothing to complain about anymore. It is a more-easy-to-speed-up glider,
so you need a bit more focus to slow it down but this is just a question of adjustment
in the cockpit. The good thing is, when leaving a thermal, the Discus-2c seems better
in the glide with very nice maneuverability and feedback, a real distance eater! I
tried to ballast one day but had to drop all after 10 minutes due to the poor weather
in France... But it is already impressive "dry" compared to LS8. If I had the choice,
then it is a no brainer for this allrounder. For sure it is not the last flapped generation
glider, but it has this nice balance of ease of fly and way enough performance to
make great flights! And I would give him to anybody just licensed.

SHK : We can find the report of your adventures on the youtube chan-
nel "The Gliding Spirit", can you introduce this channel and the idea be-
hind?

C: Yes, we work with this YouTube channel "The Gliding Spirit" and want to thank
them for the support and for publishing our adventures of the Tour de France. Behind
this channel is a group of young pilots who want to promote gliding sport to the
public. Their first videos were a series of explanations about "how a glider flies" with
the typical physics behind and the ways we get the energy from the atmosphere.
More recently they introduced a new series called "Recit de Vol" which is a replay in
3D of great modern historical flights made with gliders, enriched with comments.

L: The idea behind "The Gliding Spirit" is indeed to promote our sport. The pro-
duction of the videos is managed by Hugo Corbillé (brother of Clément) and Romain
Madelaine. All these crazy adventures, we heard about them in our briefing rooms
or in the bar and during BBQ in our clubs. But the public, they never had these ad-
ventures explained! Hugo and Romain welcomed us on their channel to showcase
our adventures as it is also a different way to fly a glider, so again introducing this
way is interesting for pilots and for the public.
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SHK : What will come next for your flying adventures? Is there
any program for 2021 or we will meet you again in 2022?

C: 2021 is still special... Clearly this kind of staged flying adventure is
our hobby, but we can't plan anything this year for personal reasons. Let's
say that we will do something, but very unofficial, just for us. 2022 is still
a bit far away but we have some ideas. We would like to cross more bor-
ders now and perhaps a full self-launch solution is the way to go... Stay
tuned!

L: Well, yes, 2021..., let's say it is a "white year" as predictability of the
context with many travelling limitations and our calendar is very unsure.
Clearly we would like to fly together again this year with 1 or 2 gliders,
but only on few days. Where and when? Nobody knows! For sure it will
be “below the radar” of the social media, we can be egoistic sometimes
;-) For 2022, we will start to think about soon, we will have fun for sure!

SHK : What would be the perfect glider for you in the next 10
years?

C: The ideal glider? Mmmm, I think a self launch, electric, but with good
range for free flights and staged adventures. A glider where you can put
enough stuff in to travel light, and for sure a double seater to share the
adventures!

L: Yes, this must be a double seater, self-launcher and FES. With enough
space to store the charger in the glider and some light stuff to travel with
no trailer. I think we are now very close to that, not today but in 10 years,
yes. With the current technology, the limited amount of energy you have is
just enough to take off in a normal and safe way, then you have close to
nothing left in flight, so all the great features of the FES system are not us-
able anymore. Clearly we don't need more performance, the gliders we
fly today have already way enough under their wings.

Typical situations with low pressure be-
tween French Brittany and Great Britain,
bringing regular moisture and fronts which
make the game a bit more “picante”. This
is where the booster of the FES smoothens
the difficulties and reduce the stress for
more fun! Would you fly and enjoy these
days with no FES?...

More Information

Facebook Page: /TDFenPlaneur

Youtube channel: The Gliding Spirit

Discus-2c FES: Schempp-Hirth website

>

https://www.facebook.com/TDFenPlaneur
https://www.facebook.com/TDFenPlaneur
https://youtu.be/sAvutunhfHg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4eODyt1-ftqP-UiNvIn2rA
https://www.schempp-hirth.com/en/sailplanes/discus/discus-2c-fes
https://www.schempp-hirth.com/en/sailplanes/discus/discus-2c-fes


Travelling light is the
key, and hopefully in
next future the use of
the trailer will be part of
the past. The Discus-2c
FES is already very
close to that concept!

Clearance be-
tween ground
and thermals
ceiling makes the
flight without FES
sometimes tricky
and stressful.
Game changer! 

Even if weather was not
very cooperative, there was
still some very nice aeras
with great conditions dur-
ing this Tour de France
2020.
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Interview of the “Tour de France guys” in Discus-2c FES



“The psychological advantage of just having a FES is very
interesting, even if you don't need to use it at the end.”

Ludovic Montdésert, Tour de France 2020 with Discus-2c FES

The combined high ground of this Plateau with a confluence “too far
away” for a glider with no FES becomes a perfect example of what this
booster makes for confidence and safety.

FES Visiting 2020 French Junior Nationals in La Roche sur Yon. This day
all competitors outlanded, barely achieving 100km distance, Ludovic
made 300km connecting to Falaise Aeroclub...
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Coming next
Schempp-Hirth Team / info@schempp-hirth.com18 Minimoa No. 6, July 2021

Well, 2020 was special, International competition
scenery was simply pushed back to 2021 by IGC, expect-
ing a better sky one year after, which, we all know today,
is mindly the case. But anyway, things are on a good trend
now and already some local and national championships
are back to business.

Unfortunately one of the World Gliding Championship
is already cancelled. Our german friends from Stendal had
to stop all due to too many uncertainties. As a WGC means
some logistics, this was a no go for both state regulation
in Germany and many overseas national teams to confirm
that the minimum required entries would be reached.

This was a sad moment for both organisers and cham-
pionships fans, and moreover for the teams and pilots who
prepared this event for many years now. The “French”
WGC scheduled in August seems to get more “sun” and

both french administration and organisers confirmed they
will proceed. Up and down, this is the rollercoaster of glid-
ing. We will have very nice WGC in France this summer.

France seems to be the epicentre of 2021 gliding com-
petitions as, again, in September, you will follow the Final
of Sailplane Grand Prix XI series, this time in the well know
Provence area. The team in St-Auban will welcome the best
20 GP pilots and our Tilo Holighaus will try to keep his title
as current World Champion on Ventus-3.

For both these events, the French made some training
during winter time, not flying, but to entertain and share
flying performance using the e-sport (gliding simulator with
Condor-2 software) so you will very likely enjoy watching
the races with 3D rendering and live commentaries. Pre-
pare pop-corn, a comfy seat, big screen and have fun sup-
porting your pilots!

Southern Sailplanes
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SCAP G.A.S.E.L.
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Andrew Du Peng
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Accepting Submissions

before 01.09.2021.
Entries will be judged by following criteria:

· The design needs to be highly recognizable as
Schempp-Hirth gliders/brand
· Aesthetic criteria. A dynamic drawing would be
a plus.
· It is better if we can stitch it: it means that
it mustn’t have too small details nor thin lines
(less than 1mm). A maximum of 3-4 colours would
be best.
· The design needs to fit in a 250x250 mm square
and with a resolution of 300dpi.

Contest Rules and Disclaimer
1. All drawings must be original work. No third party may own or control any materials the drawing contains, and the
drawing must not infringe upon the trademark, copyright, moral rights, intellectual rights, or rights of privacy of any entity
or person. Contestants must be full owners of any copyrights for the drawing entered. You agree to fully indemnify the
Schempp-Hirth Flugzeug-Vertriebs GmbH or Schempp-Hirth Service GmbH in respect of all royalties, fees and any other
monies owing to any person by reason of Your breaching of the drawing copyright.
2. By entering the contest, entrants agree that the drawing submitted can be used by the Schempp-Hirth Flugzeug-Ver-
triebs GmbH and Schempp-Hirth Service GmbH for commercial and advertising purposes on Schempp-Hirth cloths, web-
pages, social networks and printed media (flyers, Minimoa magazine,...) without any monetary compensation for it.
3. By entering the contest, entrants agree that, in case of victory, Schempp-Hirth Flugzeug-Vertriebs GmbH and Schempp-
Hirth Service GmbH acquires the exclusive licence to use the submitted drawing, that cannot be reproduced nor integrate in
derivative works by any other entity than Schempp-Hirth Flugzeug-Vertriebs GmbH and Schempp-Hirth Service GmbH.
4. Entries will be judged by a jury of Schempp-Hirth employees and pilots. All decisions are final. The jury reserves the
right to disqualify any entry that is inappropriate or does not conform to stated contest rules.
5. Only the drawing submitted through the proper channel will be considered. Submissions will not be accepted once the
deadline lapses.
6. If You are under 16, You have Your parent’s or legal guardian’s consent to enter the contest.
7. The winner will be contacted via the email address provided during entry. If no response is received after 5 business
days, a new winner will be selected, and the previous winner will forfeit all rights to the prize.
8. The contest is void where prohibited or restricted by law.
9. By sending the photo the contestant agrees with all above written rules.

To participate:
· Create your own design
· Read the (boring) Contest rules and disclaimer
· Email your design to designcontest@schempp-hirth.com
· Stay tuned and follow us on Facebook and Instagram!

We are organising a
contest to find the de-
sign that will be
stitched/ painted on the
back of the new
Schempp-Hirth clothes.

You are passionate
about soaring? You
have a good sense of
fashion? You know
what you like to wear or
you just want to have a
chance to win a prize?

SCHEMPP-HIRTHDESIGN CONTESTxoxo

https://www.facebook.com/schempphirth/
https://www.instagram.com/schempphirth/

